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Getaway

Insta-

By Marina Kay

In our search for the loveliest spots around the globe, we took to 
Instagram for inspiration. Late last year, the popular social platform 
listed its most-Instagrammed cities and locations, with New York City and 
Disneyland, respectively, landing up top. Here, we present a selection of 
those snap-happy spots, to which we’ve added a dash of romance.

That new york City is a most photographed city comes as no surprise. 
Times Square—most-instagrammed location number two—may attract 
crowds of camera-wielding tourists, but the serene, bucolic setting of 
Central Park (top location number three) proves to be no wallflower in the 
non-stop metropolis. Perhaps one of the most recognizable icons, located 
in the heart of the park, is the angel of the Waters sculpture that tops 
Bethesda Fountain, a beautiful backdrop for many weddings. From here, 
you overlook Central Park Lake, criss-crossed by rowboats available to 
rent from Loeb Boathouse, the setting of that hilarious Sex and the City 
episode where Mr Big, walking over to meet Carrie at the lake’s edge, 

leans in to give her a kiss… only to throw them both off balance and into 
the water. For something more panoramic, it’s a quick subway ride south 
to Brooklyn Bridge—most-instagrammed location number eight—for 
dynamic city views, especially beautiful at sunset. The bridge was once a 
popular spot for sealing your love with a “love lock,” but the weight of so 
many caused the structure too much stress! although love locks are no 
longer encouraged, photographs against the bridge’s architectural beauty 
are.

Some may argue that London, top spot number three on the cities list 
after Moscow, is the epicenter of love. after all, it has been the setting of 
so many romantic movies, namely Shakespeare in Love, notting Hill, and 
that all-time holiday favourite, Love actually. and now that Prince Harry 
and Meghan Markle have announced their engagement, with a wedding 
date set for May 2018, all eyes are on the capital. a search on instagram 
for #londonlove or #londonromance yields plenty of setting ideas for 
proposals, weddings, and loved-up photo shoots against backdrops of the 
Big Ben, Tower of London, Trafalgar Square, and the London Eye.

ROMANCE
Brooklyn Bridge. Photo: JULIENNE SCHAER/ NYC & COMPANY
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When you Google “City of Love,” however, up pops Paris (most-
instagrammed city number five), whose native tongue is the renowned 
language of love. L’armour, fou d’amour, le grand amour, amour de ma 
vie—the words of this living romance language have a distinct appeal, 
more so when uttered by the river Seine, over croissants in a Parisian 
café, or by the glittery Eiffel Tower—most-instagrammed location number 
four. another popular landmark to photograph is the Musée du Louvre 
(location number seven). The pyramidal structure made of glass and 
metal houses L’amour et Psyché (1797), or Cupid and Psyche, by sculptor 
antonio Canova. as the museum’s website explains, “The story of Cupid 
and Psyche was a popular artistic choice in the neoclassical period. 
Canova produced many versions of the theme; most were of terracotta, 

but he also sculpted some beautiful marble groups, two of which are in 
the Louvre: Cupid and Psyche Standing, and Psyche revived by Cupid’s 
Kiss.” These pieces are a must-see for art lovers.

Flying over the atlantic toward the Pacific means landing in Los 
angeles, instagram’s most snapped city number six. Home to Hollywood, 
Los angeles has lent its skyline and landmarks to plenty of romantic 
movies, most recently La La Land, starring Emma Stone and ryan 
Gosling. To see where the duo tap-danced to the song “a Lovely night” 
against a blushing sunset, you should head up to Mt. Hollywood Drive. as 
for that dreamy scene of the couple floating in the planetarium: that was 
filmed at Griffith Observatory, a landmark worth hiking toward for full 
frontal views of its staggering architectural beauty surrounded by the 

Central Park. Photos: JAggER YANCEY IV/ NYC & COMPANY

Hotel de Crillon A Rosewood Hotel. Photos: ERIC CUVILLIER
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Sebastian (Ryan gosling) and Mia (Emma Stone) in LA LA LAND. Photo: DALE ROBINEttE

Sleeping Beauty’s Castle. Photo: PAUL HIffMEYER
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Santa Monica Mountains. 
Further afield, in Orange County’s anaheim, is 

Disneyland—the most photographed location in the 
world! Disney fans, Prince Charmings, princesses 
at heart, and romantics are drawn to Sleeping 
Beauty Castle when looking for the ideal place to 
propose. as for Disney California adventure Park, 
a popular proposal spot is in front of the exclusive 
Mickey’s Fun Wheel, whose 36 gondolas, frame 
beautiful views of the valley. On the other side of 
america, at Walt Disney World in Orlando, Florida, 
the Magic Kingdom takes the cake for being the 
ultimate wedding-proposal spot. a good time to get 
down on one knee should be timed just before the 
afternoon parade. For a more secluded setting, 
away from the crowds, consider Cinderella’s 
Wishing Well. and finally, at Tokyo Disneyland in 
Japan, Cinderella’s Castle has featured in many 
romantic Disney moments.

Winding down, due north of the world’s most-
instagrammed location list, sits the Las Vegas 
Strip. This is where to come for everything, from 
hedonistic fun to spur-of-the-moment elopements. 
Hotel rooms along the six-km Strip come with 
windows and fantastic views—The Cosmopolitan 
of Las Vegas even boasts balconies overlooking 
Bellagio’s dancing fountains, but for a front seat 
to the spectacle, you should head to Bellagios’s 
Lago by Julian Serrano, which has a romantic 
alfresco patio. aria resort & Casino’s Sky 
Villas— all corner suites—come with splashy 
views and ViP perks, such as Vueve Clicquot 
champagne upon arrival, 24-hour butler service, 
and access to a private Sky pool, all the makings 
of an unforgettable night in. at The Venetian 
and Palazzo, one of the world’s biggest hotels, 
gondoliers serenade guests along the Grand 
Canal, over which plenty have sealed their love on 
the Weddings Bridge in St. Mark’s Square. For a 
more private ceremony, the hotel offers a wedding 
chapel. But if it’s something more rapid fire 
you’re after, without the pomp and circumstance, 
consider a #drivethruwedding, where options 
include Elvis impersonators and drive-up chapel 
windows. Oh, did we mention that Las Vegas is the 
Marriage Capital of the World? instagram that!

fountains at Bellagio.

ARIA Sky Villa. Lago Dining Room.


